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Abstract Recent activity has provided new insights into the causes of surface deformation in and around
the Yellowstone Caldera, a topic that has been debated since the discovery of caldera floor uplift more
than four decades ago. An episode of unusually rapid uplift (>15 cm/yr) centered near Norris Geyser Basin
along the north caldera rim began in late 2013 and continued until aMw 4.9 earthquake on 30 March 2014;
thereafter, uplift abruptly switched to subsidence. Uplift at rates of several centimeters per year
resumed in 2016 and continued at least through the end of 2018. Modeling of Global Positioning System and
interferometric synthetic aperture radar data suggests an evolving process of deep magma intrusion during
1996–2001 followed by volatile ascent and accumulation at shallow levels, perhaps as shallow as a few
hundred meters depth. The depth of shallow volatile accumulation appears to have shallowed from the 2014
to the 2016 deformation episode, and frequent eruptions of Steamboat Geyser since March 2018 are
likely a surface manifestation of this ongoing process. Hydrothermal explosion features are prominent in the
Norris Geyser Basin area, and the apparent shallow nature of the volatile accumulation implies an
increased risk of hydrothermal explosions.

Plain Language Summary Two recent uplift episodes, from 2013–2014 and 2016 to present, at
Norris Geyser Basin in Yellowstone National Park appear to be related to a magma intrusion event
during 1996–2001. The uplift probably results from fluids that have been expelled from the intrudedmagma.
The expelled fluids have accumulated at a shallow depth (most likely 2–3 km), and the record number
of eruptions of Steamboat Geyser since March 2018 are probably related to the resulting uplift. The shallow
nature of the magma‐derived fluid accumulation may represent an increased risk of hydrothermal
explosions at and around Norris Geyser Basin.

1. Introduction

The volcanic landscape in Yellowstone National Park has been shaped by three very large explosive
eruptions within the past 2.1 Myr, each orders of magnitude larger than the largest eruptions anywhere
on Earth during historical time. The 75‐km by 45‐km Yellowstone Caldera formed during the most recent
of these eruptions about 631 ka (Christiansen, 2001; Matthews et al., 2015). The caldera hosts two resurgent
domes, the Sour Creek dome and Mallard Lake dome (Figure 1), and it is largely filled by rhyolite lava flows
that range in age from shortly after caldera formation to as young as 70 ka (Christiansen, 2001; Morgan et al.,
2017). Today the Yellowstone Caldera is among the world's most active in terms of seismicity, thermal
features, gas emissions, and surface deformation. Leveling surveys in 1923 and 1975–1977 (two complete
surveys, the latter spanning three summers) detected uplift of the central caldera floor at an average rate
of 14 ± 1 mm/yr (Pelton & Smith, 1979, 1982). Since then, geodetic measurements that now include semi-
permanent Global Positioning System (GPS) (Dzurisin et al., 2017), continuous GPS, and interferometric
synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) have shown the entire caldera floor to be mobile in space and time
(Dzurisin et al., 2012).

Twenty years after the discovery of caldera floor uplift, the first of several secondary deformation sources
under the north caldera rim near Norris Geyser Basin (NGB; Figures 1 and 2a) was identified. The deforma-
tion near NGB straddled the caldera rim in a pattern distinct from that of coeval deformation of the caldera
floor. Since then, both the north rim area and caldera floor have experienced multiple deformation episodes.
Modeling reported in this paper identified several sources for north rim deformation, which we refer to as
NRUA (North Rim Uplift Anomaly) sources. GPS and InSAR observations from 1996 to 2001 revealed a
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broad area of uplift centered near the caldera rim and NGB (Meertens et al., 2000; Wicks et al., 2006). In
addition to uplift of the caldera floor between 1923 and 1977, Pelton and Smith (1979, 1982) identified an
area of relative subsidence at the NRUA location. That NRUA deformation episode might have been akin
to subsequent episodes reported here, but it is also possible that it was related to a M6.1 earthquake in the
area on 30 June 1975 (Pitt et al., 1979). Leveling surveys in 1923 and 1975–1977 measured only net
vertical surface displacements during the interval between surveys; hence, the finer timing of caldera
floor uplift and north rim relative subsidence is unknown. NGB and the NRUA locations are near the
intersection of the Norris‐Mammoth corridor and an east‐west trending zone of seismicity called
the Norris‐Hebgen seismic belt (White et al., 1988). The Norris‐Mammoth corridor extends north from the
north caldera rim, through NGB, to just north of the Park boundary (Christiansen, 2001; Figure 1). The
corridor is defined by active normal faults, high seismicity, active thermal features, and postcaldera

Figure 1. Information map for Yellowstone. The location of Yellowstone is shown with the red square in the regional
inset map of the western United States in the top left. A Sentinel 1 interferogram (spanning 9 June 2015 to 4 July 2017)
is draped over the 1 arc‐sec SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007) with a color bar showing the sense of range change in the
bottom, the flight path of the satellite (black arrow), and the look direction of the radar instrument (gray arrow with
labeled incidence angle of the radar beam with respect to vertical). The boundary of Yellowstone National Park is shown
with a bold double‐dash black line, and the caldera rim is shown with a bold short single‐dash black line. Note that in this
paper we use the term “caldera rim” to denote the mapped/estimated outermost collapse scarp. Mapped and inferred
faults are shown with thinner black lines, and seismicity during the span of the interferogram is depicted with white‐filled
black circles. Circle size is scaled to earthquake magnitude which ranges from−0.85 to 4.36. The local highway network in
and around Yellowstone is shown with yellow‐over‐black lines. Two of the larger lakes in the area are labeled HL for
Hebgen Lake and YL for Yellowstone Lake. Continuous GPS stations operated by UNAVCO are shown with red‐filled
black triangles, and five of the continuous GPS stations important for discussion are labeled. Semipermanent GPS stations
(Dzurisin et al., 2017) operated by the USGS are shown with white‐filled black triangles. The location of Norris Geyser
Basin is shown with the red arrow labeled “NGB”. The two solid black elliptical polygons labeled “ML” and “SC” show
Mallard Lake dome and Sour Creek dome, respectively. The inset map in the bottom right shows the locations of the
Norris‐Hebgen seismic belt (labeled N‐H) and the Norris‐Mammoth corridor (labeled N‐M)
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eruptions. The Norris‐Hebgen seismic belt is a rift‐like zone of NNE‐SSW extension (Savage et al., 1993;
Waite & Smith, 2004) that is a site of minor postcaldera volcanism (Christiansen, 2001; Morgan et al.,
2017). The belt extends west from near NGB to the site of the 1959 Ms (surface wave magnitude) 7.5
Hebgen Lake earthquake (a few kilometers north of Hebgen Lake; Figure 1), and it is the zone of densest
seismicity within the Park (Waite & Smith, 2002).

Movement of magma, magma‐derived volatiles, and hydrothermal fluids are all possible causes for deforma-
tion of the caldera floor and NRUA. To produce the massive surface fluxes of CO2 (Werner & Brantley, 2003)
and heat at Yellowstone, the intrusion rate of basaltic magma is required to be about 0.3 km3/yr (Lowenstern
& Hurwitz, 2008). Much of the shallow subsurface (to 4 km depth) in parts of Yellowstone is likely to be
vapor saturated with CO2, which could produce a deformation signal through gas compressibility and
mobility. Accumulation of hydrothermal fluids beneath a self‐sealing cap and subsequent rupture of the
cap with attendant fluid loss is another potential deformation mechanism (Fournier, 1999, 2007), hence
the longstanding debate regarding cause(s) of surface deformation.

We present observations and source modeling of three recent NRUA deformation episodes (Figures 2 and 3).
The first lasted from about 1996 to 2006, with uplift from 1996 to 2001 (Figure 2a) and mostly subsidence
from 2004 to 2006 (and through mid‐2013 at a much lower rate; see Figure 3, NRWY). For ease of discussion,
we refer to this as the 2000 episode. The second episode (we refer to as the 2014 episode) began with rapid
uplift in late 2013 and switched to rapid subsidence after a Mw 4.9 earthquake on 30 March 2014; by early
2015 the subsidence rate had returned to a much lower, long‐term rate (Figure 3, NRWY). The earthquake
occurred very near the center of NRUA uplift/subsidence (Figure 2b) at a depth of ~7.9 km. A third deforma-
tion episode (we refer to as the 2016 episode) began in the winter of 2015–2016 (Figure 3, NRWY) and con-
tinued at least through 2018 at a lower rate than during the 2014 episode (3–4 vs. 15–20 cm/yr, respectively).
The deformation patterns observable from InSAR for the 2014 and 2016 episodes are similar in the north but
different in the south (Figures 2b and 2c), which has implications for models of magma‐derived volatile
mobility (see section 4). We demonstrate through modeling GPS and InSAR data possible relationships
between the three deformation episodes. Complexity of the events in both space and time (three episodes,
two with uplift followed by subsidence, plus simultaneous deformation of the adjacent caldera floor)

Figure 2. Three descending interferograms that show snapshots of three deformation episodes near the north caldera rim. The description of most features is the
same as in Figure 1. Large white circle in (b) and (c) is a 15‐km radius circle centered on Norris Geyser Basin (important for Figure 3). (a) ERS2 interferogram
spanning 19 September 1996 to 28 September 2000. The red arrow labeled “NGB” shows the location of Norris Geyser Basin. (b) TerraSAR‐X interferogram
spanning 9 June 2014 to 8 October 2014. Yellow star shows epicenter of Mw 4.9 earthquake that occurred on 30 March 2014. Also shown is a Global Centroid‐
Moment‐Tensor (CMT) solution for the earthquake (Dziewonski et al., 1981, Ekström et al., 2012; http://www.globalcmt.org). Blue arrows (with 95% error ellipses)
show peak horizontal surface displacements from GPS from mid‐June 2013 to the week after the 30 March 2014 earthquake. A reference vector 20 mm long is in
lower left. (c) A Sentinel 1 interferogram spanning 9 June 2015 to 4 July 2017.
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required a correspondingly detailed modeling effort involving multiple sources and source‐types to arrive at
our preferred interpretation. Ourmodeling results are nonunique, but they inform an intuitive narrative that
successfully explains more than two decades of deformation at NRUA and the Yellowstone Caldera.

2. Methods

We processed synthetic aperture radar images from various satellites into differential interferograms using
the SRTM DEM (Farr et al., 2007) to remove topographic phase. We then filtered the interferograms,
unwrapped them, converted them to line‐of‐sight displacement, and reduced the number of data points
using the quadtree windowing method (Jónsson et al., 2002) and a model‐based windowing scheme
(Lohman & Simons, 2005; Wicks et al., 2013). The method used to find the minimum number of data points
necessary to represent the deformation field in an interferogram is given in more detail inWicks et al. (2013).
For modeling purposes, we selected GPS data that span 9 or 10 days on either side of the beginning and end-
ing dates of each interferogram and calculated net surface displacements at each GPS station during each of
those intervals. Interferograms derived from synthetic aperture radar scenes acquired near the time of peak
uplift in late March 2014 are not coherent because of abundant snow cover, so for intervals starting or ending
near the peak uplift we modeled GPS data alone

To model the GPS and InSAR deformation fields, we used a variety of analytic sources and Monte Carlo
starting models in nonlinear inversions. Because the deformation patterns in multiple interferograms that
span different time intervals within a given NRUA deformation episode are similar in extent, we assumed
the deformation source for each time interval, represented by the InSAR and GPS data within an episode,
is a scaled version of a reference source that is unique for each NRUA deformation episode. Similarly, we
assumed the caldera deformation sources for each episode are scaled versions of a reference source.

In all inversions, we represented the caldera deformation source as a distribution of rectangular dislocations
(RDs) (Okada, 1985) made up of two superposed 2‐DWeibull distributions (Brodtkorb et al., 2000; Myrhaug
& Rue, 1998) on a horizontal plane in an elastic half space. Every 2‐D Weibull distribution includes a

Figure 3. Time series of vertical surface displacements (left axis, arbitrary 0) and monthly numbers of earthquakes (right
axis, histogram at bottom) within the caldera and near Norris Geyser Basin from 1 January 2004 to 1 June 2018.
Earthquakes are those that fall within the white circle in Figures 2b and 2c. Small colored circles show daily solutions for
five labeled GPS stations in Figure 1. These stations were originally installed and operated by the University of Utah
Seismograph Stations and have longer time series than other GPS stations in Yellowstone. The time of the Mw 4.9
earthquake is marked by the vertical red dashed line (labeledMw 4.9). The time interval spanned by GPSmeasurements in
Figure 2b is delimited by the blue rectangular area, the time spanned by the interferogram in Figure 2b is delimited
by the gray rectangular area, and the time spanned by the interferogram in Figure 2c is delimited by the green rectangular
area. Three red triangles below the time series for NRWY mark significant short‐term reversals in uplift.
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covariance (or interaction) parameter (Myrhaug & Rue, 1998) in the inversions, and every 2‐D Weibull
distribution of opening (or closing) includes a truncation parameter in the inversions that allows none,
some, or all of the distribution to be of uniform opening (or closing). The parameters that describe each of
the Weibull distributions of RDs were optimized for the caldera deformation source. 2‐D Weibull
distributions encompass a wide variety of shapes and are well behaved in a nonlinear inversion. 2‐D
Weibull distributions of dislocation models have been used previously to model earthquake ruptures
(Wicks et al., 2013), volcanic sources (Wicks et al., 2011), and mine collapse (Lu &Wicks, 2010). In addition
to the model parameters, a static shift parameter is found for each interferogram in the inversions. In all of
the inversions we also weighted each GPS directional component and each InSAR quadtree point by the
inverse of the one sigma value associated with the measurement.

Because of the greater sensitivity of GPS data to source geometry (Dieterich & Decker, 1975) and to gain
some insight into the required modeling, we first modeled only the GPS data. As alternative models of the
data for a NRUA deformation source, we tested volumetric sources, a tabular source, and a dome‐shaped
reservoir. The volumetric sources are a prolate spheroid (Yang et al., 1988) and a compound dislocation
model (CDM, Nikkhoo et al., 2017). The tabular body is a sill‐like body composed of a distribution of RDs
(or triangular dislocations [TDs]; Nikkhoo & Walter, 2015) where the distributed opening (or closing) is
described by a 2‐DWeibull dislocation. The dome‐shaped deformation source is a distribution of TDs where
the depth variation is described by one 2‐D Weibull distribution and the amount of opening or closing is
described by another.

We used F tests and 95% probability to determine which competing models are acceptable and to determine
uncertainty intervals. The quadtree parsed data for one interferogram can be treated as independent data
points (Jónsson, 2002), allowing us to use F tests. However, we have multiple interferograms for each
deformation episode, and because we assumed the sources for each time interval spanned by an interfero-
gram are a scaled version of a reference source, we did not use the full number of quadtree InSAR data points
in estimating the number of degrees of freedom. Instead we estimated the number of data points needed to
represent a single descending interferogram and a single ascending interferogram for each episode. This
gave us a good‐faith estimate of the number of degrees of freedom and slightly more conservative (broader)
estimates of uncertainties and what defines an acceptable model.

3. Data and Modeling Results

Data for the 2014 episode consist of seven interferograms (six from TerraSAR‐X and one from RADARSAT‐
2, supporting information Figures S1–S7) and three discrete surface displacement measurements from
continuous and semipermanent (Dzurisin et al., 2017) GPS stations covering different parts of the
uplift/subsidence cycle (Figures S8–S10). We found the model that best fit only the GPS data was a
dome‐shaped reservoir. The flat‐lying, sill‐like body of distributed RDs, RDs, or TDs provided the next best
fit, and the prolate spheroid and CDM sources provided the worst fit. We found both the dome‐shaped and
flat‐lying sources to be acceptable (or insignificantly different), whereas the prolate spheroid and CDM
sources are unacceptable.

By extending the modeling to include the seven interferograms, we found a dome‐shaped model fit the data
best; however, the GPS data were systematically misfit by the best fit minimum variance model. By applying
a weighting of 10 to the GPS data we fit the GPS data within two‐sigma uncertainty, but the misfit to the
InSAR data was significantly greater. We then reduced the GPS weighting systematically until, with a
weighting of 4, the InSAR misfit was insignificant compared to the unweighted best fit. The resulting dome
model is shown in Figures 4a–4c and in more expansive view in Figure S11. The resulting data misfit is
shown in Figures S8–S10, S12, and S13. The TDs shown in the NRUA source reflect the maximum amount
of opening consistent with the GPS data shown in Figures 2b and S10, which corresponds to a volume
change of ~0.02 km3. The distributed RDs beneath the caldera (Figure S11) represent the source with the
maximum uplift measured by caldera GPS stations from April 2014 to August 2015 (Figure S8).

For the 2016 episode, the data consist of six interferograms (one TerraSAR‐X, one ALOS2, and four Sentinel
1; Figures S14–S19) and one set of discrete displacement measurements from continuous and semiperma-
nent GPS stations (Figure S20). In the same approach as used to model the 2014 episode, we first modeled
the GPS data alone (Figure S20) with a variety of sources. We found that for the NRUA source, the CDM
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and dome‐like distribution of TDs fit the data best, whereas the prolate spheroid and flat‐lying sill‐like body
of distributed TDs fit the data worst. We then extended the modeling to include the interferograms; the
resulting best fit model, which required two sources, is shown in Figures 4d–4f, and in a more expansive

Figure 4. Comparison of modeled NRUA deformation sources for the 2014 (left column) and 2016 (right column) epi-
sodes. The origin for the east, north coordinates is in the center of NGB. To aid in reader orientation, the dashed bold
black line in (a)–(f) shows the north caldera rim (as labeled in (a)), the 4‐km diameter black sphere shows the location of
the 30 March 2014 Mw 4.9 earthquake (Figures 2 and 3), and a north arrow is shown in the SE corner of each panel. The
plan views in (a) and (d) show the mapped active thermal areas (Christiansen et al., 2007) as yellow areas with a red
outline. Mapped historic hydrothermal explosions (Christiansen et al., 2007) are shown as green circles. Mapped
hydrothermal explosion craters greater than 100 m diameter (Christiansen et al., 2007) are shown as blue circles. (a) Plan
view of the 2014 deformation source. Arrow labelled “Beryl” shows location of Beryl Spring (see section 4). Bold black line
labeled X‐X′ shows location of cross section in Figure 6. (b) Perspective view of 2014 source viewed from WSW.
(c) Perspective view of 2014 source from SSE. (d) Plan view of 2016 deformation sources. (d) Perspective view of 2016
sources from WSW. (f) Perspective view of 2016 sources from SSE.
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view in Figure S21. The resulting data misfit is shown in Figures S20, S22, and S23. Using the same approach
described above for the 2014 episode, we arrived at a weighting factor of 5 for the GPS data in this case. The
best fitting shallow, domed reservoir for the 2016 episode is similar in extent to that obtained for the 2014
episode but somewhat shallower. The top of the domed model in the 2014 episode (Figures 4a–4c) is
about 3.2 km depth, whereas the top of the domed model in the 2016 episode (Figures 4d–4f) is about
1.8 km depth. The main difference between models for the two episodes is that an additional body is
needed for the 2016 episode to account for its broader deformation field south of the caldera rim. The
additional source is the deep dipping tabular CDM source shown in Figures 4d–4f and S21.

Because a flat‐lying sill‐like distribution of RDs (or TDs) provided an acceptable fit to the GPS data for the
2014 episode (although not as good as a dome‐shaped source model), we also modeled the GPS plus
InSAR data with such a source model. We could not get an acceptable fit to the combined dataset using only
a sill‐like source. However, by adding an additional RD source to the inversion, we arrived at an acceptable
model that we show in Figures S24a–S24c and S25. The model is plausible, but the added complexity lends
favor to the simpler dome‐shaped model (Figures 4a–4c).

We also modeled GPS plus InSAR data for the 2016 episode with a flat‐lying sill‐like deformation source;
results are shown in Figures S24d–S24f and S25. The resulting residuals are not significantly different

Figure 5. InSAR data used in modeling and resulting source models for 2000 NRUA episode. Features are as described in Figure 1. Color bars show the range
change for one fringe. Black arrows in (a)–(d) show satellite flight direction, and gray arrows show radar look direction, labeled with radar incidence angle.
(a) ERS‐2 descending interferogram from 19 September 1996 to 28 September 2000. (b) ERS‐2 ascending interferogram from 20 August 1997 to 13 September 2000.
(c) ENVISAT descending interferogram from 2 August 2005 to 11 August 2009. (d) ENVISAT ascending interferogram from 3 August 2005 to 16 September 2009.
(e) Distribution of RDs representing the NRUA uplift source for the 2000 episode spanned in Figure 5a. (f) Uplift source for the caldera from 2005 to 2009 in
Figures 5c and 5d.
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from those for the model shown in Figures 4d–4f. In this model, the flat‐
lying sill‐like body extends about 20 km across the north caldera rim, into
the center of the caldera.

To compare modeled deformation sources from all three recent NRUA
uplift episodes, we assumed flat‐lying distributions of RDs for the 2000
episode. Using the same methods as for the 2014 and 2016 episodes, we
found sources beneath the caldera and NRUA by modeling the four inter-
ferograms shown in Figure 5. There are two interferograms, one ascend-
ing and one descending, that recorded the uplift portion of the 2000
NRUA episode (Figures 5a and 5b) and there are two interferograms,
one ascending and one descending, that recorded the subsidence portion
(Figures 5c and 5d). The first two interferograms cover different time
intervals whereas the latter two cover essentially (for modeling purposes)
the same time interval. We used 2‐DWeibull distributed RDs to represent
the deformation sources beneath both NRUA and the caldera in all four
interferograms. Competition between simultaneous uplift of the caldera
and subsidence of the NRUA area introduces an additional degree of non-
uniqueness to the problem.

To address this source competition problem, we first found a reference
NRUA source that fits the two interferograms in Figures 5a and 5b that
exhibit inflation at NRUA. In these two interferograms the caldera defor-
mation field is minimal (i.e., not encroaching on the NRUA deformation
signal very much). The reference NRUA deformation source (Figure 5e)
fits the interferogram in Figure 5a, and the source for the interferogram in
Figure 5b is a scaled version of this reference source. We then inverted for
deformation sources for all four interferograms in Figures 5a–5d where
the NRUA sources are forced to be scaled versions of the reference source
in Figure 5e and scaled versions of a reference caldera source that was
determined in the inversion and consisted of two superposed 2‐D
Weibull distributions. We optimized the parameters that described each
of the two Weibull distributions, but constrained them to lie on the same
plane. The reference caldera source (Figure 5f) fits the two interferograms
in Figures 5c and 5d. The fit to the data is shown in Figures S26 and S27.

The caldera deformation source model (Figure 5f) depth is ~6 km, consis-
tent with the depth (5–8 km) to caldera sources during the 2014 and 2016
NRUA episodes, whereas the depth of the NRUA source is ~14 km, much
deeper than the NRUA sources for the 2014 and 2016 episodes. Depths for
caldera deformation sources from other studies vary from ~4 to 20 km
depth (Tizzani et al., 2015; and references therein). Other studies of the
2000 NRUA episode (tabulated in Tizzani et al., 2015) have found the
depth of the NRUA source to be between ~7 and 20 km. The bottom of
the CDM components for the NRUA deformation sources from the 2016
episode appear to intersect (or nearly intersect) the NRUA source for
the 2000 episode (Figures 6, S21, S24, and S25). Previous studies suspected
the geometry of the NRUA deformation source model changed from the
uplift portion of the episode to the subsidence portion (Tizzani et al.,

2015; Vasco et al., 2007), but our modeling shows this is not a necessary condition.

One of the most important aspects of this study, particularly as it relates to hazards such as hydrothermal
explosions, is an estimate of the depth to the top of shallowest part of the deformation source models beneath
NRUA. By repeatedly fixing the depth to the top of the dome at different depths with all other model para-
meters allowed to vary in multiple inversions, we were able to estimate the uncertainty of the depth to the
top of the domes for the 2014 episode. We found that the depth to the top of the domed deformation

Figure 6. Location map, epicenters, and cross section of seismicity through
NGB. (a) Location map and epicenters for the last 25 years of seismicity
recorded by the University of Utah Seismograph Stations. White‐filled cir-
cles mark locations of earthquakes scaled to earthquake magnitude ranging
from −0.99 to 4.9. The yellow‐filled circle marks the location of the Mw 4.9
30 March 2014 earthquake. Heavy dashed line shows the Yellowstone
Caldera rim (as labeled). Solid bold black line labeled X‐X′ shows location of
the cross section in (b). (b) Depth cross section through X‐X′ showing the
NRUA sources in Figure 4. Gray‐filled circles show earthquakes from
(a) within 4 km of distance normal to the vertical plane through X‐X′;
yellow‐filled circles represent earthquakes within 2 km distance of X‐X′. The
catalog hypocenter depths are shifted to represent depth beneath the surface
at NGB. The projected location of the 30 March 2014 Mw 4.9 earthquake
(Figures 2 and 3) is shownwith the yellow‐filled black star. The shallow blue
lines are the projected part of the source for the 2014 deformation episode
(Figures 4a–4c) beneath NGB within 2 km of X‐X′. The shallow red lines are
the projected part of the shallow source of the 2016 episode (Figures 4d–4f)
within 2 km of X‐X′. The deeper red lines are the projected CDM component
for the deeper 2016 source (Figures 4d–4f). The green line is the projected
NRUA deformation source for the 2000 deformation episode (Figures 6e,
S21, and S24d–S24f). Blue and red “error bars” in the upper right represent
estimates of the possible range of depths to the top of the shallowest part of
the 2014 and 2016 deformation source models, respectively.
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source model for the 2014 episode (Figures 4a–4c) is between 1 and 4.5 km (shown as an error bar in Figure 6
b). Using the same procedure for the 2016 episode, the shallowest acceptable estimate for the top of the
domed model component (Figures 4d–4f) is ~0.3 km. Evaluating the deepest estimate to the top of the dome
for the 2016 episode is problematic because of tradeoffs between the dome source and the CDM source. As
the top of the dome is forced to be deeper it becomes flatter and the CDM source becomes more elongate and
shallower. When the dome is totally flat it is a sill at about 6.3 km depth (see section 4 and Figures S24d–
S24f), but the shallowest part of the alternate source model in Figures S24d–S24f is 4.6 km to the top of
the CDM component. So, we use 0.3 km and 4.6 km as the range of possible depths to the top (shallowest
part) of deformation models for the 2016 episode (shown as an error bar in Figure 6b). The distribution of
the standard errors for the located depth of the earthquakes in Figure 6b is long tailed with a sharp peak near
1 km. The mean standard error is ~3.3 km, whereas the median is ~1 km.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The Norris‐Mammoth corridor is the only major hydrothermal area in Yellowstone National Park outside
the Yellowstone Caldera, and it contains the only mapped hydrothermal explosion features outside the cal-
dera (Christiansen et al., 2007) (Figures 4a, 4d, S24a, and S24d). A detailed study of the geology and thermal
features of NGB concluded that one or more magmatic heat sources must exist along the corridor to account
for its vigor and longevity (White et al., 1988), and the NRUA area was suggested as an outlet for near con-
tinuous basaltic magma flow that rises under the caldera (Wicks et al., 2006). Seismicity in the Norris area is
anomalously shallow (Figure 6b), suggesting a local heat source has raised the brittle‐ductile transition there
to within 5–6 km of the surface (Pitt et al., 1979), nearly as shallow as inferred beneath the central axis of the
caldera (~5 km or less, Smith & Braile, 1994).

To inform a conceptual model of the processes responsible for recurring deformation at NRUA, we need to
interpret features of the kinematic models in Figures 4, 6, S11, and S21 in a physical context. The domed
source shown in Figures 4a–4c can be interpreted as a shallow (~3.2 km depth to the top) accumulation of
magmatic volatiles at a domed interface, apparently (from seismicity) within the brittle portion of the crust
(Figure 6b). However, two factors add uncertainty to the location of the brittle‐ductile boundary as deter-
mined from seismicity (Fournier, 1999): (1) Inhomogeneities in the composition of the rock would make
the brittle‐ductile transition occur over an interval of depth; and (2) High strain rates within the ductile
region can cause brittle behavior, thus seismicity. High strain rates can be the result of rapid migration of
fluids within the ductile region. The abundant seismicity below the domed sources in Figure 6b would sug-
gest fluids (volatiles) migrate quite often beneath NGB if that process is the cause of observed seismicity.

Based on results of research drilling at Yellowstone and elsewhere, laboratory experiments, and theoretical
considerations, it has been proposed that horizontal lenses of fluid derived from an underlying magma body
accumulate in a ductile zone (at lithostatic pressure) and below a self‐sealed zone that separates the ductile
zone from the overlying brittle crust (at hydrostatic pressure; Fournier, 1999). According to the model, at
some point an input pulse of fluid initiates a runaway vertical migration of fluids that ruptures the seal,
allowing fluid access to the brittle zone.

The domedmodel for the 2016 uplift (Figures 4d–4f) is shallower than the domedmodel for the 2014 episode
(~1.8 vs. 3.2 km to the top), but a CDM source is also required for the 2016 episode. The tabular CDM source
extends from ~15.4 km depth to ~11.1 km depth. Like the domed source for the 2014 episode, the 2016
domed model is for the most part confined to the area north of the caldera rim. The mapped north caldera
rim (Christiansen, 2001) is buried but inferred to be south of both models. However, an alternative model for
the 2016 episode (Figures S24d–S24f) that fits the deformation data acceptably well has a sill‐like deforma-
tion source at ~6.3 km depth that extends as much as 20 km across the north rim into the caldera. This model
implies a fluid reservoir near 6–7 km depth that is perhaps in direct communication with another such reser-
voir beneath the caldera. In this alternative model, the CDM source (again required) is more pipe‐like,
extending from ~13.5 km depth to ~4.6 km depth. The distribution of surface thermal features and hydro-
thermal explosion features is discontinuous across the north caldera rim, in apparent discord with a shallow
reservoir that crosses the north caldera rim (Figure S24d). Also favoring a reservoir restricted to the area
north of the north caldera rim is the absence of a continuous band of seismicity across the rim (Figure 6a)
above the flat‐lying 2016 modeled source (Figure S24d). These observations do not rule out the possibility
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that a reservoir breached the caldera rim during the 2016 episode, but they favor the model scenarios in
Figure 4, in which the caldera rim is an effective barrier for a shallow domed reservoir beneath NGB.

We infer that the 2014 and 2016 deformation episodes at NRUAwere caused by progressive ascent and accu-
mulation of volatiles derived frommagma emplaced during the 2000 episode, interrupted temporarily when
the expanding volatile reservoir ruptured during the Mw 4.9 30 March 2014 earthquake. The 2000 episode
might have been caused by emplacement of magma beneath NRUA by an event that impeded the continu-
ous flow of basalt beneath Yellowstone that is required to maintain the active magmatic and hydrothermal
systems (Lowenstern & Hurwitz, 2008; White et al., 1988; Wicks et al., 2006). High 3He/4He ratios measured
at Beryl Spring (Figure 4a), second only to those measured at Mud Volcano near the Sour Creek resurgent
dome (Figure 1) (Kennedy et al., 1985), are a good indicator of a basaltic source beneath NRUA (White et al.,
1988). However, we do not know if the magmatic intrusion we hypothesize to account for the 2000 deforma-
tion episode is basaltic or rhyolitic in nature. Monitoring the composition and flux of volatiles at the surface
might be the best way to discriminate between these possibilities (Lowenstern &Hurwitz, 2008). Continuous
(or regular) sampling of areas within and west of NGB might capture changes that could be used to investi-
gate the provenance of volatiles related to recent and future deformation events.

Figure 7. Interferograms showing small‐scale deformation features that might result from volatiles escaping to the
surface west of NGB after the 30 March 2014 Mw 4.9 earthquake. Black arrows show satellite flight direction, and gray
arrows show radar look direction, labeled with radar incidence angle. (a) TerraSAR‐X ascending interferogram from
18 September 2012 to 18 June 2014 showing inflation centered near NGB and small‐scale (shallower) inflation features
west of NGB. The 4 km diameter white circle shows the area covered in the interferogram in (b). Unfortunately, the
TerrraSAR‐X strip map acquisitions before the 2014 episode were truncated. (b) TerraSAR‐X descending interferogram
from 15 June 2014 to 31 August 2014 showing a (collapsing) shallow dike‐like feature.
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The interferogram in Figure 7a for the interval from 18 September 2012 to
18 June 2014 shows net uplift at NRUA about 2.5 months after uplift
switched to subsidence according to the NRWY GPS record (Figure 3).
Our modeling indicates that about half the peak uplift volume was lost
between the time of the earthquake (30 March 2014) and the end date of
the interferogram (18 June 2014). The same interferogram shows small‐
scale deformation features west of NGB (Figure 7a). We attribute these
features to shallow fluid movement after the 30 March 2014 earthquake
and propose the following scenario: Uplift that began in late 2013 was
caused by fluid accumulation in a sealed reservoir that ruptured at the
time of the 30 March 2014 earthquake, initiating subsidence and volatile
migration into the faulted area west of NGB. There are areas in
Yellowstone that exhibit a seasonal deformation signal (spring to fall or
fall to spring), most likely from filling of the shallow part of highly perme-
able faults during rapid melting of accumulated snow cover. Some small‐
scale features in the area west of NGB exhibit this behavior, but the area
affected and the amplitude of the features in Figure 7a are anomalously
large. In our opinion, they are more likely related to fluids liberated by
the 30 March 2014 earthquake that migrated westward and upward along
faults and fractures (shown schematically in Figure 8). This area is also
the location of a shallow tomographic velocity anomaly interpreted to
be caused by CO2 accumulation (Husen et al., 2004). If the fluids displaced
meteoric water in faulted, colder rock west of NGB, we would expect

small‐scale reversible deformation as the hot fluids cooled—consistent with the interferograms in
Figure 7. An inferred fault (Christiansen, 2001; Figure 7b) at the location of a small‐scale deformation
feature that exhibits in interferograms the deformation field of a contracting dike might be a good location
to measure volatiles unmodified by active hydrothermal features, although it is in hard‐to‐access
Yellowstone backcountry that is buried under snow about 6 months of the year.

How unusual are extracaldera deformation episodes at NGB? None prior to the 2000 episode are confirmed
by geodetic measurements. However, dilatational strain related to the 2000 episode probably played a role in
increased activity of Steamboat Geyser in NGB starting in May 2000 (Wicks et al., 2006). Steamboat erupts
with the highest plume of any geyser in the world, and it has gone for long periods (up to 50 years; White
et al., 1988) without erupting. In contrast to the 2000 episode, the source of the ongoing 2016 episode is shal-
lower and more concentrated beneath NGB (Figures 4d–4f). Steamboat erupted 32 times in 2018, surpassing
its record of 29 eruptions in 1964, and 39 more times by 7 October 2019. If we suppose, as seems likely, that
Steamboat is a good natural strainmeter, then its high eruption frequency in the 1960s, early 1980s (White
et al., 1988), and 2018–2019 suggests that NRUA deformation episodes occur on decadal timescales. We
suspect that deformation, with attendant infusion of magmatic volatiles and heat, is normal at NGB and
might even be required to maintain its abundant hydrothermal features.

Hydrothermal explosions are also common in the NGB area (Christiansen et al., 2007) (Figures 4a, 4d, S24a,
and S24d), and the risk of such an event probably increases during NRUA uplift episodes like the current
one. An intriguing and potentially important aspect of our study from a hazard perspective is the apparent
shallowing of the 2016 uplift source relative to the 2014 source, from a top at ~3.2 km in 2014 to ~1.8 km in
2016. Two other temporary reversals in the NRWY GPS time series indicate other possible ruptures in the
winters of 2016–2017 and 2017–2018 (red triangles in Figure 3). If, as we believe, expansion and shallowing
(possibly to only a few hundred m depth) of the source indicates accumulation and ascent of magmatic vola-
tiles, then additional monitoring and modeling is important to determine if that trend is continuing. Future
detailed study of the 2016 episode will hopefully shed more light on this.

From a research perspective, the most salient aspect of our study is that it encompasses the entirety of a pro-
cess from deep magma intrusion to volatile exsolution, ascent, and accumulation in a shallow, upwardly
expanding reservoir. So far, the process has been expressed at the surface by increased activity at
Steamboat Geyser and by isolated fluid leaks along faults west of NGB. Each stage in this process has been
invoked in earlier studies, including some by the authors of this paper, to explain deformation episodes at

Figure 8. Schematic cross section looking north along the axis of the Norris‐
Mammoth corridor, showing a model like that described by Fournier (1999)
that is responsible for the deformation episodes at NRUA. The yellow
star shows the location of the 30 March 2014 Mw 4.9 earthquake. The
horizontal dashed line shows the alternate possible depth where volatiles
might have accumulated (Figures S24 and S25). The thin black lines depict
the network of faults that correspond to the subsidence structure of the
Norris‐Mammoth corridor.
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Yellowstone. The result was a succession of papers that proposed magma, hydrothermal fluids, magmatic
gases, or some combination as the primary deformation agent. The conceptual model proposed here
integrates those ideas. It also raises some questions in need of further investigation. How frequent are dis-
crete magmatic intrusions beneath NRUA and the Yellowstone Caldera? To what extent are magmatic
and volatile reservoirs beneath those areas linked? What role do magmatic fluids play in frequent seismic
swarms between NRUA and the Hebgen Lake fault zone? What influence does the fault zone have on
Yellowstone's magmatic system, and vice versa?What is the most likely outcome of the current NRUA uplift
episode? Answers to these questions will not come easily, but their importance should motivate continued
vigilance and research at Earth's most dynamic caldera system.
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